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ORIENTAL

ORIENTAL SQUAT PAN
PRODUCT CODE 502300

DESCRIPTION
Vaal Sanitaryware vitreous china one-piece "Oriental" closed
rim squat pan, with floor plate and integrated raised foot
tread (code 502300), suitable for use with a 9 litre cistern
(code 7116LL), plastic telescopic flushpipe and connector
(code 5022Z1), or a back inlet flushvalve (FM 1.100 with 38mm
flush pipe), and vitreous china Oriental p-trap (code 220100).
The pan is designed to flush effectively on 6 litres subject to 
being installed with a cistern providing an effective 6 litre flush

NOTE: Inlet hole is 50 mm diameter, and pan is supplied with a
specialised bung.

ACCESSORIES
1. Hose Bib Tap (Cobra code 107EC-15)
2. Trigger Spray (Cobra code 278245 SP)
3. Hook (Cobra code S-014)

SPECIFICATIONS
   Mass   Volume
Pan    13.00kg   0.070m³
P-trap    2.20kg   0.015m³
Cistern    12.00kg   0.030m³

INSTALLATION
1. Install trap bedded on concrete pad and connect to drain
using flexible pan connector. Fit pan outlet to trap inlet,
ensuring that top of pan rim is level.
NOTE: Pan bowl and sides all round to be supported and
encased using a silicone sealant or equivalent.
2. Assemble all cistern fittings with inlet valve on right hand
side of cistern. Fix cistern to finished wall surface in line with
pan position, at desired height, and connect telescopic 
flushpipe.
3. Flush the water line.
4. Complete all plumbing connections and test flush. Ensure
that the correct water level has been set and that operating
overflow tube height conforms to and operates according to
local by-laws and SABS specifications.
5. Always use silicone sealant or equivalent between the pan
and the finished floor and wall surfaces for a secure and neat
installation.

NOTE: The warranty will not apply to any product installed with
cement
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